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Abstract
Most of the classical orthogonal polynomials (continuous, discrete and their q-analogues) can be considered as functions
of several parameters ci. A systematic study of the variation, innitesimal and nite, of these polynomials Pn(x; ci)
with respect to the parameters ci is proposed. A method to get recurrence relations for connection coecients linking
(@r=@cri )Pn(x; ci) to Pn(x; ci) is given and, in some situations, explicit expressions are obtained. This allows us to compute
new integrals or sums of classical orthogonal polynomials using the digamma function. A basic theorem on the zeros of
(@=@ci)Pn(x; ci) is also proved. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction. Notations. Motivations
Classical orthogonal polynomials (continuous, discrete or q-analogues) contain parameters ci ap-
pearing in the orthogonality weight %(x; ci). The dependence of Pn(x; ci) on the parameter ci can be
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analyzed in an innitesimal way @Pn(x; ci)=@ci or in a nite way, ciPn(x; ci) or Dq(ci)Pn(x; ci) for
any parameter ci denoted from now on by c. By c and Dq(c) we denote the usual dierence and
q-derivative operators acting on the parameter c.
The parameter derivative does not change the polynomial character (in x) of the varied polynomi-
als, denoted by (@=@c)Pn(x; c)  _Pn(x; c), and it is therefore natural to expand _Pn(x; c) in the starting
basis fPn(x; c)gn.
Explicit results in this direction were given by Froehlich [6], Koepf [14], Koepf and Schmersau
[15], investigating the rst parameter derivative of classical continuous and discrete families.
The rst derivative of the hypergeometric function
pFq
 
a1; : : : ; ap
b1; : : : ; bq
 x
!
with respect to ai or bj appears in [19], but it is, in general, no more hypergeometric function.
On the other hand, integer change in ai or bj are controlled by contiguous relations, but it seems
that the study is not entirely covered when the parameter’s changes are not integer.
First derivatives of Jacobi polynomial P(;)n (x) with respect to  or  too appear in an unexpected
way in spectral methods as Galerkin technique in order to approximate solution u(x; t) of evolutive
partial dierential equations [5,6].
Approximate solution uN (x; t) is developed in Jacobi polynomials in [6] as
uN (x; t) = (1− x)(t)(1 + x)(t)
N−1X
k=0
u^ k(t)P
((t); (t))
k (x)
and obviously partial derivative with respect to t implies rst the knowledge of partial derivative
with respect to  and .
1.1. Notations
The ! and 3! dierence operators are dened by
(!f)(x):=f(x + !)− f(x); (3!f)(x):=!f(x − !):
When ! = 1 the operator ! becomes the forward dierence operator  and 3! is the backward
dierence operator 3.
The q-derivative operator Dq is dened [11] as
(Dqf)(x):=
f(qx)− f(x)
(q− 1)x ; q 6= 1; x 6= 0
and (Dqf)(0):=f0(0), provided f0(0) exists.
Classical orthogonal polynomials y(x)=Pn(x; c) are solutions of the second-order dierential [17],
dierence [18] or q-dierence equations [4,11,16]
(x)y00(x) + (x)y0(x) + ny(x) = 0; (1.1)
(x)(3y)(x) + (x)(y)(x) + ny(x) = 0; (1.2)
(x)(DqDq−1y)(x) + (x)(Dqy)(x) + [n]y(x) = 0; (1.3)
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where (x) and (x) are polynomials of degree at most 2 and 1, respectively and n is the constant
given by
n = n( 12 (1− n)00 − 0)
in (1.1) and (1.2), and
[n] = [n]q

1
2
[1− n]q00 − 0

; with [x]q:=
qx − 1
q− 1 ; x 2 C;
in the q-dierence equation (1.3).
Thus, if c is any parameter, we can dene operators acting on c (called dot operators) as follows:
( _Df)(x; c) :=
@f(x; c)
@c
; ( _f)(x; c):=f(x; c + 1)− f(x; c);
( _!f)(x; c) :=f(x; c + !)− f(x; c); ( _Dqf)(x; c):=f(x; qc)− f(x; c)(q− 1)c :
Let L=fD;;3 ; !;3!; Dq; Dq−1g and _L=f _D; _; _3 ; _!; _3!; _Dq; _Dq−1g. It is easy to check that any
operator belonging to L commutes with any operator belonging to _L,
[T; _T] =T _T− _TT= 0; T 2L; _T 2 _L:
The following notations will be used in the case of higher (partial) derivatives and for each operator
(D for example),
(DPn)(x; c) =
@
@x
Pn(x; c)  P0n(x; c); (D2Pn)(x; c) = P00n (x; c); (1.4)
( _DPn)(x; c) =
@
@c
Pn(x; c)  _Pn(x; c); ( _D2Pn)(x; c) = Pn(x; c); (1.5)
and in general
P(r)n (x; c):=
@r
@xr
Pn(x; c) = (DrPn)(x; c); (1.6)
P[r]n (x; c)  (D[r]Pn)(x; c):=
@r
@cr
Pn(x; c) = ( _D
rPn)(x; c); (1.7)
where the upper script bracket stands for the dot derivative and the upper script parenthesis stands
for the x derivative.
1.2. Motivations
The aims of this paper are:
(i) Generate, and solve in some cases, recurrence relations for the connection coecients Cfrgm (n)
in the expansion
P[r]n (x; c):=
@r
@cr
Pn(x; c) =
nX
m=0
Cfrgm (n)Pm(x; c) (1.8)
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taking into account that P[r]n (x; c) is a polynomial in x of degree at most n, depending on the
monic or nonmonic character of the Pn(x; c) family.
Moreover, the connection coecient Cf1gm (n) is strongly related to the integral
Z b
a
Pn(x)Pm(x)%[r](x; c) dx;
where %(x; c) is the orthogonality weight of the Pn family, and so, the knowledge of Cf1gm (n)
provides a way of computing new integrals (and sums or q-sums) of classical orthogonal
polynomials in terms of some special functions.
(ii) Classify in a systematic way the study of parameter dependence of classical continuous, discrete
and q-orthogonal polynomials.
Following the restrictions on the degree of  and , in order to stay inside classical families,
the number of possible parameters c can be 3 and generic c stands for c1; c2; c3 (without q).
If we now mix the 3 equations, called D; ; Dq, with the dot operations _D; _; _Dq, we get for
each r the 9 situations labelled by a couple of operators belonging to the set
(D;D[r]); (D;[r]); (D;D[r]q );
(;D[r]); (; [r]); (;D[r]q );
(Dq; D[r]); (Dq; [r]); (Dq; D[r]q );
where the notations are those of Eqs. (1.4){(1.7), i.e. D[r]:= _Dr; [r]:= _r and D[r]q := _D
r
q.
In the case r=1, Froehlich [6], Koepf and Schmersau [15] already examined the two situations
(D; _D) and (; _D) and they gave the corresponding expansions for (1.8) using hypergeometric
representation of the D-classical and -classical orthogonal polynomials.
(iii) Prove interlacing properties of zeros of _Pn(x; c) with respect to the zeros of Pn(x; c) for arbitrary
orthogonal family Pn(x; c), with a rather weak assumption which is precised in classical discrete
situations.
2. (D; _D); (; _D); (Dq; _D) cases. Connection problems
Assume rst that r = 1. Using the commutativity of the dot and no dot operators, and knowing
the action of each operator on products, we rst obtain from (1.1) to (1.3) the three relations for
the respective (D; _D); (; _D); (Dq; _D) situations:
 _P
00
n +  _P
0
n + n _Pn = R
(D; _D)
1 [Pn]; (2.1)
3 _Pn +  _Pn + n _Pn = R(;
_D)
1 [Pn]; (2.2)
DqDq−1 _Pn + Dq _Pn + [n] _Pn = R
(Dq; _D)
1 [Pn] (2.3)
with
R(D;
_D)
1 [Pn] =− _P0n − _nPn ( _ = 0); (2.4)
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R(;
_D)
1 [Pn] =− _3Pn − _Pn − _nPn; (2.5)
R(Dq;
_D)
1 [Pn] =− _DqDq−1Pn − _DqPn − [ _n]Pn: (2.6)
The connection problem
@
@c
Pn(x; c) = _Pn(x; c) =
n−1X
m=0
Cf1gm (n)Pm(x; c) (2.7)
for monic classical orthogonal polynomials Pn(x; c) can be solved in these situations using the recently
developed Navima algorithm for nonhomogeneous problems [9] as explained in the examples. The
rst step consists in introducing the above development in (2.1), (2.2) or (2.3) to obtain
n−1X
m=0
Cf1gm (n)(n − m)Pm =− _P0n − _nPn; (2.8)
n−1X
m=0
Cf1gm (n)(n − m)Pm =− _3Pn − _Pn − _nPn; (2.9)
n−1X
m=0
Cf1gm (n)([n]− [m])Pm =− _DqDq−1Pn − _DqPn − [ _n]Pn; (2.10)
using (1.1), (1.2) or (1.3), respectively.
This last situation (2.10) will be treated separately, being new. The representation of Cf1gm (n), in
the (D; _D) and (; _D) cases, coincides with the results given in [6,14].
The generalized derivatives cases (D;D[r]); (;D[r]); (Dq; D[r]) are treated in the following way:
Let us assume that r>2 and let us consider rst the (D; _D2) case. The dot derivative of (2.1)
gives, according to the notations of (1.4){(1.5),
 P
00
n +  P
0
n + n Pn = R
(D; _D)
2 [Pn]
with
R(D;
_D)
2 [Pn] = _R
(D; _D)
1 [Pn]− ( _ _P
00
n + _ _P
0
n + _n _Pn) =−2( _ _P
0
n + _n _Pn)
= 2 _R
(D; _D)
1 [Pn] ( _ = 0; = 0; n = 0); (2.11)
where _R
(D; _D)
1 [Pn] is given in (2.4).
Results on mixed dot derivative with respect to two parameters c1; c2 need some more notations.
For any polynomial Pn= Pn(c1; c2) and for any function f=f(c1; c2) depending on two parameters,
we shall denote
_fci :=
@f
@ci
; _Pn;ci :=
@Pn
@ci
; Pn;ci ;cj :=
@2Pn
@ci@cj
; (16i; j62): (2.12)
With these notations, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.4) are rewritten as
 _P
00
n; c1 +  _P
0
n; c1 + n _Pn;c1 =− _c1P0n − _n;c1Pn:
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Table 1
Dependence of ; ; n and 0 with respect to the parameters for each family of polynomials belonging to the q-Hahn
tableau
_ _ _n ( _)0 Polynomials
Stieltjes{Wigert
0 0 0 0 Discrete q-Hermite I
Discrete q-Hermite II
0 6= 0 0 0 Little q-Laguerre
Al-Salam{Carlitz I
Al-Salam{Carlitz II
6= 0 6= 0 0 0 q-Meixner (b; c)
Big q-Laguerre (a; b)
Big q-Jacobi (c)
q-Laguerre
0 6= 0 6= 0 6= 0 Alternative q-Charlier
Little q-Jacobi (a; b)
Big q-Jacobi (b)
6= 0 6= 0 6= 0 6= 0 Big q-Jacobi (a)
The new dot derivative with respect to c2 gives
 P
00
n; c1 ;c2 +  P
0
n; c1 ;c2 + n Pn;c1 ;c2 =− _c1 _P
0
n; c2 − _n;c1 _Pn;c2 ( = n = 0)
and, expanding Pn;c1 ;c2 (x) as
Pn;c1 ;c2 (x) =
n−1X
m=0
Cf2gm;c1 ;c2 (n)Pm(x);
we can write
n−1X
m=0
Cf2gm;c1 ;c2 (n)(n − m)Pm(x) =− _c1 _P
0
n; c2 (x)− _n;c1 _Pn;c2 (x) (2.13)
like in (2.8).
It is clear that inserting (2.7) in this later expression, a relation between Cf2gm (n) and C
f1g
m (n)
comes out.
The general situation (D;D[r]) gives
(P[r]n )
00 + (P[r]n )
0 + n(P[r]n ) = R
(D;D[r])
r [Pn] =−r[ _(P[r−1]n )0 + _nP[r−1]n ]:
Investigation of this general situation proposed in (1.8) can also be done linking, as in the case
r = 2; Cfrgm (n) to C
fr−1g
m (n).
In (Dq; D[r]), from the presence of q in the q-derivative operator Dq; q is not an allowed parameter,
and therefore in all situations belonging to the q-Hahn tableau [16], _00 is also equal to zero, and
[ _]n depends only on _
0 which can be zero or not. The situation for each family of polynomials
belonging to the q-Hahn tableau [16] is shown in Table 1.
From (2.3) we see immediately that the simplest cases for q-orthogonal polynomials with
parameters appear when _ is zero. In the next section we give the three-term recurrence relation for
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Cf1gm;a (n) in the case of little q-Jacobi polynomials which is solved when b= 0 corresponding to the
little q-Laguerre polynomials.
3. Recurrence relations for the connection coecients C frgm (n) using the Navima algorithm
Recurrence relations for Cfrgm (n) in (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) are easily obtained with the Navima
4
algorithm [3,4,8,9,20,21,24].
Let us summarize the algorithm for r = 1 in the (D; _D) case. Extensions to other cases can be
done mutatis mutandis.
(i) We expand rst classical orthogonal polynomials Pn(x; c) and Pm(x; c) in (2.8) using the deriva-
tive representation [8]
Pn(x; c) =
P0n+1(x; c)
n+ 1
+ FnP0n(x; c) + GnP
0
n−1(x; c); (3.1)
where Fn and Gn are independent of x.
(ii) If _ depends (at most linearly) on x, we expand xP0n(x; c) in three elements of fP0n(x; c)g basis
using the recurrence relation for the P0n(x; c) family.
(iii) The recurrence relation for Cf1gm (n) arises from a shift of indices in (2.8) written from (i) and
(ii) as a constant coecient combination of P0n(x; c).
3.1. Laguerre case
Let
L()n (x):=(−1)n(+ 1)n 1F1
 −n
+ 1
 x
!
; n>0;
be the monic nth degree Laguerre polynomial. By using this procedure, we obtain that the coecients
Cf2gj (n) in the expansion
@2
@2
L()n (x) = L
()
n (x) =
n−2X
j=0
Cf2gj (n)L
()
j (x)
satisfy the following nonhomogeneous two-term recurrence relation:
(n− j)Cf2gj (n) +
n− j + 1
j
Cf2gj−1(n) =−2
(−n)n−j
n− j
with the initial condition
Cf2gn−2(n) = n(n− 1);
which has the following solution:
Cf2gj (n) =
(−1)n−jn!
j!
 
n−2X
s=j
1
(s− j + 1)(n− s− 1)
!
; 06j6n− 2:
4 http:==www.uvigo.es=webs=t10=navima.
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By using Mathematica [23] symbolic language, we get
n−2X
s=j
1
(s− j + 1)(n− s− 1) =
2(+  (n− j))
n− j ;
where
:= lim
k!1

1 +
1
2
+
1
3
+   + 1
k
− ln k

;
is the Euler constant [1, p. 250] and
 (z):=
 0(z)
 (z)
(3.2)
is the digamma function [1, p. 258] (logarithmic derivative of Gamma function). Thus,
L
()
n (x) = 2n!
n−2X
j=0
(−1)n−j(+  (n− j))
j!(n− j) L
()
j (x): (3.3)
Remark 1. In this case, Cf1gn (n) being independent of the parameter c = , the following alternate
approach can be used. In [15, p. 80] one nds the expression
_L
()
n (x) =
n−1X
m=0
(−n)n−m
n− m L
()
m (x); (3.4)
which could be also deduced using our approach. The derivative with respect to  of the above
equation gives
L
()
n (x) =
@
@
_L
()
n (x) =
n−1X
m=0
(−n)n−m
n− m
@
@
L()m (x):
By using (3.4), relation (3.3) is again obtained.
3.2. Jacobi case
Let
P(;)n (x):=2
n (+ 1)n
(n+ +  + 1)n
2F1
0
BB@
−n; n+ +  + 1
1− x
2
+ 1
1
CCA
be the monic nth degree Jacobi polynomial.
Taking into account (2.11), in the connection problem
P
(;)
n;; (x):=
@2P(;)n (x)
@2
=
n−1X
k=0
Cf2gk; ; (n)P
(;)
k (x) ( 6= );
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we obtain the following nonhomogeneous three-term recurrence relation for the coecients Cf2gk; ; (n) 
Cf2gk (n):
(n− k + 1)(n+ +  + k)Cf2gk−1(n) + k((n− k)(n+ +  + k + 1)Cf2gk (n)Fk
+(n− k − 1)(n+ +  + k + 2)Cf2gk+1(n))
= − 2((n− k + 1)Cf1gk−1(n) + k(Cf1gk (n)((n+ 1)Fk − k − 1)
+Cf1gk+1(n)((n+ 1)Gk+1 − k+1)))
valid for 16k6n− 2, with the initial conditions
Cf2gn−1(n) =
−4n( + n)
(+  + 2n)3
;
Cf2gn−2(n) =
4(n− 1)n(n+  − 1)( + n)
(−2 + +  + 2n)(−1 + +  + 2n)3(+  + 2n)2
(1 + 2 − 3 − 6n+ ( + 2n)2 + (−3 + 2 + 4n));
where n and n are the coecients of the three-term recurrence relation (3.1) satised by monic
Jacobi polynomials
n=
2 − 2
(2n+ + )(2n+ 2 + + )
;
n=
4n(n+ )(n+ + )(n+ )
(2n+ +  − 1)(2n+ + )2(2n+ +  + 1) ;
Fn and Gn are the coecients of the derivative representation of monic Jacobi polynomials
Fn=
2(− )
(2n+ + )(2n+ 2 + + )
;
Gn=
−4n(n+ )(n+ )
(2n+ +  − 1)(2n+ + )2(2n+ +  + 1)
and Cf1gk (n) are the coecients in the expansion
_P
(;)
n; (x):=
@P(;)n (x)
@
=
n−1X
k=0
Cf1gk (n)P
(;)
k (x)
given by (see [6,15])
Cf1gk (n) =
2n−k
(n− k)
 
2k + + 
k
!
 
2n+ + 
n
! (+  + 2k + 1)
(+  + k + n+ 1)
( + k + 1)n−k
(+  + k + 1)n−k
valid for 06k6n− 1.
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3.3. Little q-Jacobi case
For x; q 2 C dene the q-shifted factorial by [2]
(x; q)n:=
n−1Y
j=0
(1− qjx) (n= 0; 1; : : :): (3.5)
Let us dene the monic little q-Jacobi polynomials [13],
pn(x; a; bjq):=(−1)
nqn(n−1)=2(aq; q)n
(abqn+1; q)n
21
0
B@
q−n; abqn+1
q; qx
aq
1
CA ;
where the basic hypergeometric series is dened by [2]
rs
0
B@
a1; a2; : : : ; ar
q; z
b1; b2; : : : ; bs
1
CA := 1X
k=0
(a1; q)k : : : (ar; q)k
(q; q)k(b1; q)k : : : (bs; q)k
((−1)kq( k2 ))1+s−rzk (3.6)
for r; s 2 Z+ and a1; a2; : : : ; ar; b1; b2; : : : ; bs; z 2C. In order to have a well-dened series, we require
that b1; b2; : : : ; bs 6= q−k (k = 0; 1; : : :).
If we consider the expansion
_pn;a(x; a; bjq):=
@
@a
pn(x; a; bjq) =
n−1X
m=0
Cf1gm;a (n)pm(x; a; bjq);
we obtain the following three-term recurrence relation for the connection coecients Cf1gm;a (n) 
Cf1gm (n),
Cf1gm−1(n)(n − m−1) + (Cf1gm (n)Fm(n − m) + Cf1gm+1(n)Gm+1(n − m+1))[m]q = 0;
with the initial conditions
Cf1gn−1(n) =
−2qn(−1 + q+ (b− bq)n + b(q1+n − 1)Fn)[n]q
(q− 1)(abq2n − 1) ;
Cf1gn−2(n) =
1
(−1 + q)(1 + q)(−q+ abq2n)(−2q
1+n[n− 1]q((b− bq)n
+ b(q1+n − 1)Gn + Fn−1(1− q+ b((q− 1)n + Fn − q1+nFn))[n]q));
where n and n are the coecients of the three-term recurrence relation satised by monic little
q-Jacobi polynomials
n=
qn (1 + a+ a (1 + a) bq1+2n − a (1 + b) qn (1 + q))
(abq2n − 1) (abq2+2n − 1) ;
n=
aq2n (qn − 1) (aqn − 1) (bqn − 1) (abqn − 1)
(abq2n − 1)2 (abq2n − q) (abq1+2n − 1)
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and
Fn=−aq
n (q− 1) (1 + bqn (q (aqn − 1) − 1))
(abq2n − 1) (abq2+2n − 1) ;
Gn=−a
2bq3n (qn − 1) (q− 1) (aqn − 1) (bqn − 1)
(abq2n − 1)2 (abq2n − q) (abq1+2n − 1)
are the coecients of the q-derivative representation
pn (x; a; bjq) = Dqpn+1 (x; a; bjq)[n+ 1]q
+ FnDqpn (x; a; bjq) + GnDqpn−1 (x; a; bjq)
of monic little q-Jacobi polynomials.
If b = 0 the monic little q-Jacobi polynomials are the monic little q-Laguerre polynomials [13].
In this case, the above recurrence relation becomes a two-term recurrence relation which can be
explicitly solved. We have obtained
_pn (x; ajq) :=
@
@a
pn (x; ajq)
=
n−1X
m=0
(−1)n−m
"
n
m
#
q
an−m−1q(n−m)(n+m+1)=2(q; q)n−m
qn−m − 1 pm (x; ajq); (3.7)
where pn (x; ajq) are the monic little q-Laguerre polynomials, and"
n
m
#
q
:=
(q; q)n
(q; q)m (q; q)n−m
is the q-binomial coecient [2].
4. Remaining cases (D; _); (D; _Dq); (; _); (; _Dq); (Dq; _); (Dq; _Dq)
We are faced here with computing inside the Hahn class () and the q-Hahn class (Dq) the _
and _Dq actions. These are pure connection problems, i.e.,
Pn (x; c + 1) =
nX
m=0
Cm(n)Pm (x; c);
Pn (x; qc) =
nX
m=0
Cm(n)Pm (x; c);
(4.1)
which can be exactly solved as before by using the Navima algorithm. Pn (x; c) being given by hyper-
geometric functions, integer change in parameters c ! c+1 gives simply contiguous hypergeometric
functions. If the change of parameters is not integer, like with _!, contiguous hypergeometric rela-
tions are lost, but the recurrence approach developed here still continues to work. A variant of these
kinds of parameter’s changes occurs for instance in [7].
For higher dot derivative [r] and D[r]q the expansion of Pn (x; c + r) and Pn (x; q
rc) in terms of
Pn (x; c) are also pure connection problems.
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5. New integrals and sums involving classical orthogonal polynomials
The coecients Cfrgm (n) in (1.8) for monic Pm (x; c), explicitly computed from the recurrence,
allow us to compute new integrals, sums and q-integrals involving orthogonal polynomials.
In the integral case, we have
(i) The dot derivative of the following expression:Z b
a
Pn(x)Pm(x)%(x; c) dx = 0; m<n; (5.1)
gives
Z b
a
_Pn(x)Pm(x)%(x; c) dx +
Z b
a
Pn(x) _Pm(x)%(x; c) dx +
Z b
a
Pn(x)Pm(x) _%(x; c) dx = 0:
Since the second integral is equal to 0 for m<n, we obtainZ b
a
Pn(x)Pm(x) _%(x; c) dx =−
Z b
a
_Pn(x)Pm(x)%(x; c) dx =−Cf1gm (n)d2m; (5.2)
where d2m is the squared norm of Pm (x) given by
d2m:=
Z b
a
P2m(x)%(x; c) dx:
Obviously, for n<m, we have
Z b
a
Pn(x)Pm(x) _%(x; c) dx =−Cf1gn (m)d2n:
(ii) If n= m, the dot derivative of
R b
a P
2
n (x; c)%(x; c) dx = d
2
n, gives
Z b
a
P2n (x; c) _%(x; c) dx =
@
@c
d2n:
(iii) The integral
Z b
a
Pn(x)Pm(x) %(x; c) dx
will be computed after linearization
Pn(x; c)Pm(x; c) =
n+mX
k=0
Lk (n; m)Pk(x; c);
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obtaining results on
Z b
a
Pk(x) %(x; c) dx:
Using (5.2), we getZ b
a
Pk(x) _%(x; c) dx =−Cf1g0 (k)d20 =−Cf1g0 (k)
Z b
a
%(x; c) dx (5.3)
and the dot derivative of the above expression gives
Z b
a
Pk(x) %(x; c) dx=− @@c [C
f1g
0 (k)d
2
0]−
Z b
a
_Pk(x) _%(x; c) dx
=− @
@c
[Cf1g0 (k)d
2
0]− Cf1g0 (k)
Z b
a
_%(x; c) dx +
k−1X
m=1
Cf1gm (k)C
f1g
0 (m)d
2
0
using (2.7).
Of course, when the scalar product (5.1) is not given by an integral, but by a sum or a q-integral,
the previous results are still valid.
5.1. Examples
5.1.1. Laguerre integrals
In the Laguerre case, % (x; ) = e−xx, > − 1. Since _% (x; ) = % (x; ) ln (x) and using (3.4) we
have, Z 1
0
ln(x)L()n (x)L
()
m (x)e
−xx dx =
m!  (1 + + m)(−n)n−m
m− n ; m < n:
Moreover,Z 1
0
L()n (x) % (x; ) dx=
Z 1
0
L()n (x)% (x; ) ln
2(x) dx
=2(−1)n  (1 + ) (n)(−  (1 + ) +  (n));
where  (z) is the digamma function (3.2).
All these integrals can be computed for xed n and m from [10, p. 576] expanding the Laguerre
polynomials in terms of xj.
5.1.2. Jacobi integrals
In the Jacobi case %(x; ; ) = (1− x) (1 + x), ; >− 1. From (5.2) we obtain, for m<n,Z 1
−1
P(;)n (x)P
(;)
m (x) (1− x) (1 + x) ln(1− x) dx
=
21+++m+n  (1 + + m)  (1 + +  + m)  (1 + n)  (1 +  + n)
(m− n)(1 + +  + m+ n)  (1 + +  + 2m)  (1 + +  + 2n)
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and Z 1
−1
P(;)n (x)P
(;)
m (x) (1− x) (1 + x) ln(1 + x) dx
=
(−1)n−m21+++m+n  (1 +  + m)
(m− n) (1 + +  + m+ n)
  (1 + +  + m)  (1 + n)  (1 + + n)
  (1 + +  + 2m)  (1 + +  + 2n)
:
5.1.3. Meixner sum
In Meixner case, % (x; ; ) = x  ( + x)=  (x + 1);  > 0; 0 <  < 1. Let us introduce monic
Meixner polynomials
M (;)n (x):=


 − 1
n
()n 2F1
 −n;−x

 1− 1
!
:
From (5:2) and [15, p. 92], we obtain, for m<n,
1X
k=0
M (;)n (k)M
(;)
m (k)
k (+ k)
 (k + 1)
 (+ k)
=
(1− )−−m−n(−)−m+nm  (+ m)  (1 + n)
m− n ;
where  (z) is the digamma function (3.2).
5.1.4. Little q-Laguerre sum
In little q-Laguerre case, % (k; a; q) = (aq)k =(q; q)k ; 0<aq< 1. In this situation, from (5.2) and
(3.7), we obtain, for m<n,
1X
k=1
pn (k; ajq)pm(k; ajq) kq (aq)
k−1
(q; q)k
=
(−1)n−m+1an−m−1q(n−m)(1+m+n)=2(aqm)m(q; q)n(aq; q)m
(qn−m − 1) (aq; q)1 :
Many other results can be generated in the same way with other families and higher-order dot
derivatives.
6. Interlacing properties of zeros of _Pn with respect to zeros of Pn
The following theorem is answer to a question indicated in [6] where the zeros of
@
@
P(;)n (x)
were investigated numerically, for = =−0:7 and 10. With a weak assumption, it is proved here
that the zeros of _Pn (x; c) are simple and even more interlaced with the zeros of Pn (x; c).
Theorem 6.1. Let xi = xi (c) denote the zeros of the monic orthogonal polynomial Pn (x; c) in de-
creasing order
x1 (c) > x2 (c) >    > xn (c):
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Let us assume that the zeros xi (c) are all strictly increasing or all strictly decreasing functions of
c. Then; the zeros of _Pn (x; c) = (@=@c)Pn (x; c) and Pn (x; c) interlace.
Proof. Let us write Pn (x; c) in the factorized form
Pn (x; c) =
nY
i=1
(x − xi (c)):
The logarithmic dot derivative gives
_Pn (x; c) =−Pn(x; c)
nX
i=1
_xi (c)
x − xi (c) =−
nX
i=1
0
@ _xi (c) nY
j=1; j 6=i
(x − xj (c))
1
A
and therefore
_Pn (xi (c); c) =− _xi (c)
nY
j=1; j 6=i
(xi (c) − xj (c))
and sgn( _Pn (xi (c); c)) = (−1)n+1−i sgn( _xi (c)).
If now for all i; xi (c) are monotonic function of c, we check easily the following ratio:
_Pn (xi+1 (c); c)
_Pn (xi (c); c)
< 0;
which proves the interlacing properties of the zeros of _Pn (x; c) with respect to the zeros of Pn (x; c)
in the range of c corresponding to the orthogonality of Pn (x; c).
6.1. Discussion on the monotonicity assumptions of xi(c)
In the Jacobi case with >− 1, >− 1 we know from [22, p. 121] that for all i, _xi(c) < 0 for
c= (6= ) and _xi(c)> 0 for c= (6= ); in the Laguerre case >− 1 implies _xi(c)> 0 for c= .
There are many other situations for which _xi(c) increases or decreases strictly for all i as a function
of c. Let us mention [12] that the zeros of the rth associated Laguerre polynomial L()n (x; r) satisfy
_xi()> 0 for >0, r >− 1.
For classical discrete orthogonal polynomials: Charlier, Meixner, Kravchuk and Hahn [18], the
Markov theorem [22, p. 115] can be applied too and insures monotonicity of the zeros with respect
to most of the parameters (we do not consider integer parameters xing the length of the support
of the measure).
The Markov theorem is based on the monotonicity in x of _%(x; c)=%(x; c) which is
(i) For Charlier polynomials C()n (x), 06x<1,
%(x; ) = x= (x + 1), > 0,
_%(x; c)
%(x; c)
=
x

(c = ):
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(ii) For Meixner polynomials M (;)n (x), 06x<1,
%(x; ; ) = x (x + )= (x + 1), 0<< 1, > 0,
_%(x; c)
%(x; c)
=
8<
:
x

if c = ;
 (x + ) if c = :
(iii) For Hahn polynomials H (;)n (x;N ), 06x<N ,
%(x; ; ) =  (+ N − x) ( + x + 1)=( (x + 1) (N − x)), >− 1, >− 1, N 2 N,
_%(x; c)
%(x; c)
=
(
 (N + − x) if c = ;
 ( + 1− x) if c = :
(iv) For Kravchuk polynomials K (p)n (x;N ), 06x6N ,
%(x; p) =

N
x

px(1− p)N−x, 0<p< 1, N 2 N,
_%(x; c)
%(x; c)
=
x − pN
p(1− p) (c = p):
The derivative
d
dx

_%(x; c)
%(x; c)

(6.1)
is obviously positive in the case of Charlier (c =  > 0). For Meixner, with c =  > 0 the above
derivative is again positive; for Meixner with c =  > 0,  0(z) is positive in the full range of x
[1, (6.4.10)].
In the case of Hahn polynomials, derivative (6.1) is negative for c =  and again negative for
c = .
For Kravchuk polynomials (6.1) is always positive since 0<p<1.
Remark 2. (i) (a) We emphasize the importance of normalization of the polynomial Pn(x; c). If
instead to use monic polynomials we introduce a normalization factor Nn(c), the dot derivative of
Pn(x; c) = Nn(c)Pn(x; c) gives
_Pn(x; c) = Nn(c) _Pn(x; c) + _Nn(c)Pn(x; c):
Of course, for each c-dependent normalization we get a new family of _Pn(x; c) but each _Pn(x; c)
alternate again with the Pn(x; c) with the assumption that now Nn(c) _xi(c) is a strictly monotonic
function of c for every i.
(b) For monic Pn(x; c) or nonmonic Pn(x; c) with the normalization factor independent of c, _Pn(x; c)
is obviously of degree n− 1. It stays of degree n in all other situations.
(ii) (a) For symmetric weight on symmetric interval the assumption _xi(c) monotonic for each i
cannot be fullled, positive and negative roots moving in opposite direction.
(b) Parity argument in this symmetric case reduces the degree of _Pn(x; c) for monic polynomial
Pn(x; c) to n− 2.
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(iii) If the zeros of monic _Pn(x; c) are again strictly increasing or strictly decreasing functions of c,
by using the same arguments as in the previous theorem, we obtain an interlacing property between
zeros of monic _Pn(x; c) and zeros of Pn(x; c). It is an open problem to know what new hypothesis
insure that the n− 1 zeros of _Pn(x; c) are also monotonic.
Final remarks. This elementary recursive approach gives a representation of innitesimal or nite
parameter’s changes in classical orthogonal polynomials. Only a few results are given but more
sophisticated situations with arbitrary D,  or Dq derivatives can be obtained in the same way.
In the case of semi-classical orthogonal polynomials like generalized Hermite or generalized
Gegenbauer, the derivative representation of these polynomials does not exist, but a more general
version of the Navima algorithm [20] allows again to build the recurrence relation for the connection
coecients between the P[r]n (x; c) and Pn(x; c) polynomials.
It is easy to generate a fourth-order D,  or Dq equation satised by _Pn(x; c) building rst the
second-order corresponding operator annihilating R(D;
_D)
1 , R
(; _D)
1 , and R
(Dq; _D)
1 in relations (2.4){(2.6).
This (factorized) fourth order equation could be used for connection problems between _Pn(x; c) and
an orthogonal family fQm(x)g, and for the linearization of _Pi(x; c) _Pj(x; c) in terms of an orthogonal
family fQm(x)g.
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